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About This Content

Variety is the spice of life. And the OMSI 2 Add-On- Rheinhausen is certainly jam-packed with variety. As well as the
challenges of driving a bus in urban traffic, virtual bus drivers also have tempting opportunities to manoeuvre a large vehicle

safely through traffic on interurban routes.

Rheinhausen captivates visitors with its densely built-up urban area with fascinating architecture and with the rural charm of its
surroundings. Beyond the city limits, more passengers are waiting to be chauffeured to their destinations safely and on time.

Rheinhausen is not modelled on any real city, but it reflects a pattern of urban development with links to a rural hinterland
which is common in Germany.

The OMSI 2 Add-On- Rheinhausen offers 10 completely driveable bus lines serving the city and the surrounding countryside.
Two regional lines carry additional passengers into the inner city and back out to the edge of town.

Driving routes, junctions and stops are sometimes shared with the town’s light rail service; drivers must be especially careful
here.

Over 500 new 3D objects have been created for Rheinhausen. They include new residential dwelling houses, a theatre, the
town’s train station, supermarkets, and commercial premises as well as new bus stop shelters, signs, rubbish bins, post boxes,

parking machines and more. New, high-resolution textures have been used for streets and pavements.

Rural areas are also shown in rich detail!

Numerous 3D objects such as a football pitch, a playground and a footbridge for hikers inject even more lifelike realism into
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this little world.
More than 110 bus stops and 200 new junctions are located along approximately 50 kilometres of driving routes. The AI

vehicles travel on realistic city streets, country roads, dual carriageways and motorways.

The buses for both urban and interurban routes are supplied by a bus transport operator with a large and fully driveable central
depot.

The game includes a suitable interurban bus which was created in rich detail specifically for this add-on and given its own
special livery.

Time-controlled events such as bins that are put out for collection in the streets on certain days and roadworks that necessitate
diversions at times ensure the traffic flow is realistic. But random events such as illegal parking and weather (with dynamic

snow) also crop up and make the lives of bus drivers harder.
Professionally recorded bus stop announcements and original sounds for the supplied bus ensure a realistic audio backdrop.

The schedules have been drafted following real norms. The realistic frequency intervals between buses reflect bus scheduling in
many German cities.

This regular-interval scheduling ensures a steady flow of passengers.

As you drive from town out into the countryside with the OMSI 2 Add-On- Rheinhausen, you will enjoy varied driving
experiences in an environment created with meticulous care and shown in fine detail.

Detailed cityscape with numerous typical buildings

Rural areas created with meticulous care and appropriate objects

Over 500 new 3D objects, from modern traffic signs to residential and industrial buildings

About 50 kilometres of driving routes with over 110 bus stops

10 completely driveable bus lines with mostly discrete routes, including 3 night bus routes and 2 regional lines

A bus transport operator with a fully driveable depot

Additional new AI vehicles

Over 200 new junctions in diverse road environments

Time-controlled events (roadworks), random illegal parking and scheduled roads cleaning

Realistic scheduling using different intervals in town and in the countryside

New, realistic dynamic passenger information (DPI) displays with variable spacing

Authentic interurban bus with many functions and its own livery

Special bus stop announcements and original bus sounds
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Title: OMSI 2 Add-on Rheinhausen
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Halycon Media
Publisher:
Halycon Media
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: Dual-Core e.g. Core i5 with 2,8 GHz or simliar

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphic crad with min. 1.024 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

Additional Notes:

English,German
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I like it..... If you're considering getting this game, do it. It's worth it. Classic game, great storyline, funny, exhilarating. It's like
the Marvel Universe series, but way shorter and in the form of a game.

GET THIS GAME.
Amazing
I loved it
I wish Valve still made games. This game has aged really well. A truly excellent game.. Beware. In addition to sporting a form of
DRM that would be malware were it not for the warning, there is almost nothing to the single-player campaign. I hate to pile
on--Age of Booty no longer appears to be available for sale--but Capcom deserves a flood of thumbs-down for its handling of
this matter.

This is a shame, because the base game was cute and fun.. it plays really slow on my laptop.and i can not find anyway of
speeding it up. 9p? Who wouldn't?.
buy this game only if your friend also buys it othervise its just boring wave shooter with SKINS and LOOTBOXES actualy
lootboxes are done i guess actually pretty well you cant buy any boxes and you get them by playing so i guess its promoting
people to play it . it doesnt work because the game is♥♥♥♥♥♥ shooting its boring. aiming is buggy by that i mean if you are
aiming with sights everything you are not aiming at it gets blurry and because the aiming is gay EVERYTHING IS BLURRY.

MULTIPLAYER IS DEAD

so only epic coop now

ENEMIES

all enemies look buggy and cheap. so yea most enemies just look bad there are 2 woman enemies and both have♥♥♥♥♥♥out.
and most of them are hit scan or mellee.

BOSSES

there is lot of bosses all of them feel like bullet sponges and cheap.
♥♥♥♥ those bosses one of the worst part of the game.

BUILDING

you can surrely build and its ok i guess everything gets broken really fast and if you stop fixing or rebuilding what got destroyed,
so yea

GRAPHICS

it looks like ok i guess

GAMEPLAY

running is good
jumping is nice :)
building is ok
melle is terible
shooting is bad
is it fun? with friend/s yes

i will play this game again and if this game would be sold for 5 euro and it would be in sale for 1 euro i would buy it to
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ to people just to try to keep this game alive i played games from Alda games before and its like before junky
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and it feels like somebody spilled glue on the code and im sad that Alda games make minecraft shooters now.

so yea buy it only if your friends have it i just want to say you will end up knowing that this game is bad but you will still kinda
like it.. It is a lovely cheep game but I think it should show the replay at the end of the round.. It looked like it might be a bit of
fun, especially for the low price, but the controls are funky and the art inconsistent, and everything is just a bit clunky.
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Light hearted, fun spoof on some very familiar fairy tales with brilliantly done graphics and music one can almost dance to. I
would classify this game as family oriented or light adult comedic entertainment (and there are some quite comedic adult
moments.) The near end of the bonus chapter is a perfect example of what I mean.

Story: After escaping from being captured by a matrimonial minded witch looking for her "prince charming" by turning the
prince into a frog until he accepts her marriage proposal, the gamer first must rescue the now frog prince. With the use of her
magic mirror portal the gamer helps the frog prince find his bethrothed princess so her kiss can break his frog spell. All this
must be done before the witch returns from her day trip to the local spa\/ salon where she is being pampered and having beauty
treatments.

Gameplay: This family oriented, point and click puzzler breaks down into the rescue and the finding of the bethothed of two
different frog princes with a bonus chapter (which is much shorter) about the third frog prince. The point and click scenes are
easy to find, easy to understand and any direction needed is given through pictures and the frog prince. There is no talking
(beyond the witch's initial scene) just the sounds your guiding frog prince makes as he points out what needs to be done as you
follow him. The game plays in a tight linear fashion and logical manner by following the steps one would naturally do if
presented with the same situation in real life. This makes the game flow smooth and seamless. There is little backtracking and
each puzzle area is nearly exclusive to its own obstacles and goal.

The puzzles are clever, well placed and where one would expect to find them such as on locked doors and boxes that need
opened. Some might find the puzzles too easy, but there several that required some thought to solve. Puzzles include sliders,
matching, color, music, logic and something similiar a hidden object "Find X amount".

No map and no penalties for hints, scene clues or skipping. Built in strategy guide in case one gets stuck or forgets what they are
doing. Extras include wallpapers and concept art. The in-game achievements are a hoot. They are animations of the frog princes,
six for each in total, which can be saved as avatars, one of which is the frog dancing.

Brilliantly done comedy adventure with light romance thrown in as a bonus. Highly recommend it.
. DO NOT I REPEAT DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. It will not load after purchasing and after reading a lot of other users'
comments, Steam has been incredibly disappointing with their customer service and their refund requests. The fact that this
game is still up for purchase for Mac Users is a SCAM as STEAM is very well aware of this problem. Shame on them.. This is
nothing like the TV show.. Does this game live up to its price? No. There are a lot of things wrong with it. One of the major
things I found to be annoying, was that there was no ingame indepth options menu. The music repeats itself, which is annoying.
You get no hint whatsoever to which keys you should press, as there is no ingame options menu for PC controls. And much
more. Do I like the game on the other hand? Yes I do. The concept is good. I like the ingame graphics. It's unique. Now, I
bought this game in a bundle, and was surprised to see the pricetag on its steam store page. 17,99 euros is not worth it. The game
needs a lot of updates in every department, especially in the options department. This is a PC game for crying out loud. Also, on
the first stage, there was a barrier I could clip through.

But as said, I do like the game. It's a one of a kind, and it is therefore I give this a positive review. But do not buy this for its
current price. It is not worth it for that amount of money.. I think when I hit the brick wall of the very first boss after maybe 10
minutes of gameplay, I figured out that this game was not for me. It seemed to be a bullet sponge with a single method of
victory ... dodge roll shoot ... dodge roll shoot ... repeat for several minutes until dead. The stuff I was hoping see didn't seem
clear as to when it'd come into the game, what kind of rewards I'd get out of it, etc. so grinding through death after death to get
there seemed to be a waste of time.

The game also punishes you if you go for an easier setting ... that is, harder difficulties reward you with more gold (which you
use to buy stuff including upgrades), so you can advance faster and make the game easier ... but part of the point of lower
difficulties, as I understand it, is to allow less skilled players to advance at the same rate as more skilled players, not punish them
by requiring that they grind for even longer.
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